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[00:39] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect podcast. I’m Jonathan Eggerichs, joined here             

by my father Emerson Eggerichs. This is Part II of a 2-part series we’re doing called “The                 

Four Seasons of Marriage.” In just a moment my dad will just give a brief overview of                 

where we started last week and where we’re going to go today. We have a ton of                 

material to capture today. 

[01:02] At some point this will probably come out as a blog as well, there will be a transcript                  

available if you feel like it’s moving too fast. There are four overarching principles and               

four sets of characters that we’re looking at. So hopefully that helps facilitate that. 

[01:16] But before we begin, I just wanted to talk about a couple of things, highlight a couple of                  

products, including a new book that’s coming out I believe next spring, Dad, but I think                

it’s called “Before You Hit Send.” We’ve alluded to it before, but you want to give a little                  

bit of detail on that. Then I’ll talk about the other product before we jump into today’s                 

topic. 

[01:33] Emerson: Yeah, Thomas Nelson/Harper Collins asked me to write this book “Before You             

Hit Send”, the idea of thinking before you speak. And I happened to send off an email last                  

night to my publisher saying, “I think we need to get it out right about now,” you know,                  

with the political situation in 2016 with Hilary and with Trump and with all the stuff that’s                 

going on. It’s kind of like, “Hello, folks, we need to be thinking,” because that whole idea,                 

again, assume that when you write an email it’ll eventually be read by the attorney               

general. 

[02:06] But it is important for us to remember Jesus said every careless word we’ll give into                

account. Well, that’s happening right now in our culture. World wide web means world              

wide web. Social media means social. So I’m excited about the book, to say the least, but                 

it will be coming out next year. It’s a great gift to give to your kids who’s going off to                    

college. It’s a great thing for offices to do together because so much of the email and that                  

context been sent out, we need to be, “What are we saying here? How are we coming                 

across?” etc. But I won’t give away the surprises too prematurely. 

[02:39] Jonathan: Sure. But again, we’ve done some podcasts recently on topics of            

communication that will be included in the book, so we’re highlighting some of this              

material and we’re excited to continue to do so, but I wanted to let people know that                 

that will be coming. 

[02:53] Additionally today I wanted to highlight the individual, couple, or small group study             

called “Building Blocks”, which is a 6-week study. Why don’t you give just a 30-second               

overview of that, Dad. 
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[03:04] Emerson: Well, “Building Blocks” is kind of a shorter version of some of the key concepts                

and principles that people have talked about pink and blue not wrong, just different. It’s               

a perfect study for a quarter, a 12-week period of Sunday school or a small group. 

[03:22] The response has just been phenomenal to that. It’s just another resource that we              

provide. Please check out LoveAndRespect.com for the things that we do provide. I             

mean, people have read the book, but didn’t know we did video, we’ve done video               

people that know we’ve wrote the book. 

[03:38] So familiarize yourself with what we’re offering and hopefully it’ll meet your need or              

someone that you care deeply about. 

[03:44] Jonathan: Yeah, and many of you found the podcast “My Response is my Responsibility”              

just tremendously impactful. That’s included in the “Building Blocks” study as well. So,             

yes, please check that out LoveAndRepsect.com, our store.LoveAndRespect.com. You can          

get there either way. 

[03:58] As always, the podcast can be found on iTunes. We share the continuing growing number               

of reviews. I think we’re nearing 220 reviews. Please head over there if you find this                

impactful as this helps other people to decide if they’re going to listen to the podcast or                 

not. You can download our app for all devices. Obviously our website and our blog has                

content, free content as well. 

[04:19] But without delaying any longer, let’s jump into Part II, Dad, and maybe start with the                

summary of where we began and finished last week and then we’ll transition to the final                

two seasons of marriage. 

[04:33] Emerson: Right. The four seasons that we’re talking about. We fall in love, it’s kind of the                 

Summer Season. Everything is perfect and wonderful. Then we move into another season             

and things are a little bit different. Today we want to look at the winter darkness, or the                  

Cheerless Season.  

[04:51] But we’ll look at the final part with the fact that, hey, things can turn at the corner and                   

move very positively if we understand some things. But Jonathan, why don’t you begin              

with that Winter Darkness, that Cheerless Season as the intro on that? 

[05:06] And let me just insert, this is primarily based on Ephesians 5:33 where God calls the                

husband to love and the wife to respect. Those of you who have been listening to us and                  

so these introductory comments will hang on some of that. 

[05:19] Jonathan: As we started last week we’re following four couples throughout these four             

seasons. I’ll start by reading this: We doubt our love and respect a variety of troubles test                 

the relationship which can undermine our confidence in our love and respect. 

[05:37] The relationship can end for any number of reasons. We can conclude we don’t              

understand each other. A pattern of misunderstandings begin. Because of multiple           
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distresses, many hurts and frustrations happen. Some of the distresses are beyond our             

control, like barrenness. 

[05:52] Other distresses can be little, but constant irritations that eat away out the relationship.              

Still other distresses can be due to our wrong choices related to our dishonesty, greed,               

fear, jealousy, anger, families of origin, unjust treatment, lack of faith and disobedience. 

[06:07] Negative emotion, like anger, can settle in. Emotional distance results, mutual           

understanding is infrequent. We feel unhappy and troubled. We become very           

self-protective. We blame the other and justify ourselves. Something dies. 

[06:23] Emerson: And even though that is a negative overview, it should encourage us because              

this is the kind of experience that most of us encounter. It’s not abnormal, it’s just a                 

matter of how we’re going to respond to these situations that frustrate us. There’s              

nothing short of that Winter Darkness, it’s not a cheerful time. 

[06:45] And it doesn’t mean that the whole relationship is dominated by these sentiments, but              

we mustn’t be in shock and awe when stuff happens. There is suffering, there is sin. We                 

have to allow for the fact that we are imperfect people and I’m imperfect, Sarah is                

imperfect, Jonathan’s imperfect. 

[07:04] I mean, we are not perfect people. Quite often we react because we feel insecure, we                

feel something is not being met and sometimes we can be virtuous in the deeper               

longings, but we end up using methods and means that are counterproductive, if not              

grievous. 

[07:23] But the couples that you are referencing, Jonathan, we’ve looked at Rachel and Jacob,              

and many of us know the story where he works seven years and then [07:33] like a few                  

days because he was so madly in love with her. 

[07:35] But then they get to a point where they’re kind of mad with each other. We’re going to                  

be looking at Hannah, who is barren, and Elkanah, her husband who, you know, “I’m               

better than 10 sons. Get over it, woman! Come on! I’m a wonderful guy. You should not                 

be so sad and irritated and provoked.” 

[07:53] Then we see King David who worships before the Lord in a way that embarrasses Michal,                

his wife, the daughter of Saul. We’re going to unpack that a little bit. And we’re going to                  

look at Adam and Eve. Again, do we see something here? We learned that Adam listened                

to his wife’s voice and there are some implications here in how they reacted and               

responded in a way that has resulted in some real pain. 

[08:22] And I bring this up because in the New Testament, twice, both in Romans and               

Corinthians, it’s reported that these things happen for our instruction. These examples of             

the Old Testament happened for our instruction. 

[08:34] We’re to pay attention to these stories not because they predict what’s going to happen               

to us, but in order for us to understand that it can happen to us, but we can take a                    
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different course. We’re not destined to do what they did. The challenge is for us is to                 

learn from them. 

[08:53] And I certainly have learned a great deal about Sarah, my wife, by studying these Old                

Testament characters and saying, “I don’t think that they reacted to their wives correctly              

here. If I respond differently I think Sarah will move through this situation that’s              

frustrating her and will be the better for it.” 

[09:12] But my question here is, the first one, Jonathan, can you read that letter A? 

[09:18] Jonathan: Sure. Did Jacob and Rachel’s relationship experienced damage utilized in anger            

and fear? Did many unresolved things remained from the past and it caught up to them?                

Did they anticipate this sorrow that would come to their marriage? When first in love, did                

Jacob think Rachel would eventually die? 

[09:34] Emerson: I mean, these are the broad brushstrokes, but read then Genesis 31, and there               

are several verses that you’ll be reading—19, 32-34 and 36—it all combine together, and              

some other ones. But as you listen to, Jonathan, read this, get a feel for this. 

[09:51] Remember, this is a couple madly in love. Seven years he worked. We hold that up as                 

romantic love, but we don’t continue to read about some of these marriages. So let’s               

continue the story. And you’re going to hear about Laban, who is Rachel’s father. 

[10:05] Jonathan: All these verses come from Genesis. “When Laban had gone to share his flock,               

then Rachel stole the household idols that were her father’s.” (Genesis 31:19) “’The one              

with whom you find your gods shall not live; in the presence of our kinsmen point out                 

what is yours among my belongings and take it for yourself.’ For Jacob did not know that                 

Rachel had stolen them.” (Genesis 31:32) 

[10:26] And a little bit further on, “Now Rachel had taken the household idols and put them in a                  

camel’s saddle and she sat on them.” (Genesis 31:34) “And Laban felt through all the tent                

and did not find them. And she said to her father, ‘Let not my Lord be angry that I cannot                    

rise before you, for the manner of women is upon me.’” So he searched but did not find                  

the household idols. Then Jacob became angry and contended with Laban and Jacob             

answered and said to Laban, ‘What is my transgression? What is my sin that have hotly                

pursued me?’” (Genesis 31:34-36) 

[10:54] Emerson: We’ll continue that in just a moment. With the back story here is Jacob has                

worked all these years for Laban, his father-in-law, and now he wants to leave. And so                

finally permission is given to leave, but Rachel steals one of the household idols and they                

still are in their spiritual journey of discovering Yahweh in the Old Testament, but she               

steals these, keeps them in her bag and says she’s menstruating basically to her father,               

so he doesn’t check the saddle or anything. 

[11:22] But Jacob is totally clueless about any of this. He has no idea what Rachel has done. She’s                  

lied to him, she’s lied to her father and now she’s moving forward. So now Jacob gets all                  
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angry and contends with Laban. I mean, this thing really gets hot and he’s claiming, “Hey,                

you’re accusing of something  that I’m not guilty of.” 

[11:42] Well, technically Rachel is behind all of this. This is kind of interesting. But what’s also                

interesting, Jacob was the brother of Esau, the twins. And Jacob’s lie, the one with his                

mother to the father and about Esau. It was that whole idea of what goes around comes                 

around. If you lie to others, you’re going to get lied to. 

[12:01] You almost grin as you read through these stories, it’s like the Lord is saying, “Hey, if you                  

ditch it out, you better be able to take it. I’m going to bring people into your life in, Jacob,                    

to kind of soften those rough edges. You’ve been a deceiver, I’m going to let you                

experience what it means to be deceived,” because that eventually comes out and it’s              

kind of stunning. 

[12:20] But no reason, just wanted you to know a little bit of the back story. But now read                  

Genesis32. 

[12:27] Jonathan: “And the messengers returned to Jacob saying, ‘We came to your brother Esau              

and furthermore he was coming to meet you. And 400 men are with him.’ Then Jacob                

was greatly afraid and distressed.” (Genesis 32:6) 

[12:38] Emerson: On that point, now this is coming back as he left. He took the birth right, he                  

leaves, but now they got to come back but he’s got to face his brother who wants to kill                   

him, as far as he knows, because that was kind of the last story that he knew. 

[12:51] So he’s greatly afraid and distressed. So what you’re seeing is all this emotion. Jacob               

didn’t know something about Rachel, he was angry, he contended with Laban. You’re             

seeing now he has to deal with a family of origin issue, of being afraid and distressed                 

because of past unresolved issues. 

[13:08] Get a feel for how the fact that sin has entered the world and these kinds of things                  

surface, not just with you. You’re not an abnormal individual. This kind of stuff is               

recorded in the Old Testament, and it’s real if we pay attention to it. And then, the sad                  

story in Genesis 35. 

[13:24] Jonathan: Which says, “Rachel began to give birth and she suffered severe labor, so              

Rachel died.” (Genesis 35:16) 

Emerson: Look at verse 42. 

[13:37] Jonathan: Genesis 42:36, “And their father Jacob said to them, ‘You have bereaved me of               

my children: Joseph is no more, and Simeon is no more, and you would take Benjamin.                

All these things are against me.’” 

[13:54] Emerson: Now, a couple of thoughts. Rachel dies, so they’re age of now. So many years                

have gone by. And some of us need to realize, some of us are bitter toward our spouse,                  

and then at their funeral you’re going to be weeping and crying buckets of tears because                
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you realize all the things you were discussing about were really kind of hollow in               

comparison to all the rich relationship you had, but you didn’t value it because you were,                

whatever, and then when you lose that person—I’ve seen this so often. 

[14:20] One of the things I just wanted to remind us from that verse, this is all going to lead to                    

death. We need to make sure that we keep that in mind as we go through these seasons.                  

This isn’t going to be permanent. 

[14:30] I mean, eventually we’re going to die. We need to live in light of our death. You begin                  

with the end in mind. Just a sidebar comment. But then also Jacob now, and you many                 

not connect all these characters… 

[14:41] We all know Joseph, the boy with the many-colored coats and who eventually became              

second to the Pharaoh, that’s Jacob’s son and that’s actually the only son between Jacob               

and Rachel. That’s why he favored her, or favored Joseph. He had other sons from other                

wives, but why did he favor Joseph? Because the love of his life, Rachel, had this one boy,                  

and that’s where the jealousy between the brothers all surface, because they see this              

favoritism. 

[15:07] But they sold him to Egypt, but they never told Jacob that Jacob was told that a lion ate                   

his son. So he’s been bereaved of this and now this whole episode that you can read                 

about—but again, the idea that I want you to go away with is at certain point Jacob says,                  

“All these things are against me.” 

[15:27] That’s how some of you feel. Everybody is against you, everything’s against you. The              

world is against. Well, Jacob was feeling that way. But you got to remember, this is the                 

very guy that was madly in love with this woman years ago, but life happens. 

[15:41] I just want to, again, remind us of this and to bring this to our point. And he goes on and                     

say in Genesis 48, he’s reflecting, “Rachel died to my sorrow.” (Genesis 48:7) There it is,                

“to my sorrow.” 

[15:52] It’s an incredible thing this sorrow that he experiences. Jonathan, let’s jump ahead to              

David and Michal. 

[16:02] Jonathan: So the question to be considering here, are David and Michal’s relationship             

become seriously damaged? Did her sinful despising of David resulted in barrenness? Did             

God discipline her and this brought deep sadness to both of them? 

[16:19] The first verse, who comes from 2 Samuel 6:23, “Michal, the daughter of Saul, had no                

child to the day of her death.” 

[16:28] Emerson: Now, the context there, and many of you remember, David is worshipping             

before the Lord. He’s dancing and he’s not naked, but he’s worshipping and he’s in front                

of all the maids and all the women, all the people of Israel, but he’s worshipping. 
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[16:43] And then it says, “He comes home to bless his family,” meaning Michal, his wife, and she                 

attacked him verbally and tells him he’s disgusting and that basically what he did was               

shameful. What she basically said, “You expose yourself,” which he didn’t, “You expose             

yourself sexually and shamefully before all the women and maids and sons.” This created              

a tremendous tension between the two of them. 

[17:06] And then that section ends with the fact that she never had a child until her death. So                  

there are two things: did David did just in that marriage—many think that he did—or did                

the Lord disciplined her for her attitude? And many think that the Lord disciplined her as                

well. 

[17:19] But, again, earlier, remember, she was going to give her very life to save her husband. He                 

killed all these Philistines to get this woman. The love that they had was incredible, but                

now they come to this point where she’s embarrassed by him because he’s not acting in                

a way that she thinks a king should, although in this case almost everybody believes he                

was genuine, he was truly worshipping. 

[17:39] Whatever was going on, she was having a bad day and she lights into him. This was a very                   

painful experience for the two of them. it was not a happy moment for either one of                 

them. Let’s jump forward to Adam and Eve. 

[17:53] Jonathan: Some questions to consider: Did Adam and Eve’s relationship fully recovered            

from their distrust and disobedience towards God? In response to their own sin, did fear               

and shame entered their marriage? Do they seek to justify themselves by blaming             

another? Did Adam and Eve had to leave Eden? Did the marriage ceased to be eternal?                

Did death entered all marriages? 

[18:18] Emerson: And the answer to all of those is “yes.” I think we know, if we stop and think,                   

and I’ve said I’ve had the privilege to study the Bible 30 hours a week for nearly 20 years.                   

So the privilege of just thinking about some of this stuff—although some of you may               

think, “Man, he had a lot of time to do it,” –but I really find this fascinating. 

[18:36] And the implication of this from our relationship with Sarah is very significant. But let’s               

read some of these verses that take place. Start with that Genesis 3:12-13. I love this                

first! 

[18:53] Jonathan: “And the man said, ‘The woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave                

me of the tree, and I ate.’ Then the Lord God said to the woman, ‘What is this you have                    

done?’ And the woman said, ‘The serpent deceived me and I ate.’” 

[19:08] Emerson: I love this because the first sin after the first sin is blame placing. He blames                 

Eve and God, the only two beings he knew—God and Eve—he blames both of them in                

one sentence. 
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[19:18] Talk about [19:18], and then she turns and blames the serpent. This is one of the                

tendencies when we encounter things that are not right. When we’ve done wrong the              

first tendency is to place blame and to justify self. 

[19:33] And of course, then the Lord sends them out of the Garden. We know that. There is a                  

consequence to this. He indicates that, “You’re going to die.” I mean, there are              

consequences to the wrongdoing.  

[19:45] I mean, I think what breaks my heart, Jonathan, that many people today who are doing                

things they know are contrary to the heart of Christ, but because the culture says, “Hey,                

on big deal.” 

[19:56] But it is a big deal to the Lord, and there are consequences of that. He doesn’t change. I                   

tenderly appeal to people not to do certain things. Don’t let yourself get carried away as                

though because everybody else in the world does it, therefore you couldn’t do it              

without… 

[20:11] As I would say a person who doesn’t love Jesus Christ might go into the darkness and                 

they’re good in there. But you and I have the light of Christ shining on us. So when we go                    

into those dark places, His light still shines on us. 

[20:21] We just can't do this. We’re not free to do that. So I want to challenge the Christ follower                   

to realize you are going to experience the consequence of some of these decisions. Don’t               

pretend that you’re not. But let’s take a look at Hannah and Elkanah. 

[20:41] Jonathan: Did Hannah, and thus Elkanah, become greatly distressed and oppressed in            

spirit? In her case, to whom did she turn? Now, let me just add, too, Dad. For those of                   

you that may be listening and didn’t listen to Part I, we set the stage for some of these                   

stories as well, so make sure you go back and check out Part I as well. 

[21:01] Emerson: Yeah, exactly. Otherwise we’re going to be completely confusing you. But this             

is a situation where Hannah has barren and she’s sad, but she’s also irritated because               

other women are provoking her, she’s envious and she is in great distress. 

[21:16] In her case, she does come to a Christ, I should say, to the Lord God of Israel and gives                    

this over to Him and gives up Samuel, who eventually is going to be her boy. There is this                   

tremendous relinquishment. 

[21:29] But at this point in time, she’s greatly distressed, it says in the text of 1 Samuel 1, and she                    

says, “I’m a woman oppressed in spirit.” We’re going to learn that Elkanah tries to solve                

her problem by saying, “Hey, I’m better for you than 10 sons. Even though you can't have                 

a baby, come on, it’s no big deal, Hannah. I’m better for you than 10 sons, am I not?                   

Come on, why are you so sad? Get over it.” The solution orientation of the male. 
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[21:58] And again, I love it because this is the kind of experience of all the things that we’re                  

unpacking here are things that all of us have encountered and we see it in the Scripture if                  

we pay attention to  it. 

[22:08] So before we go on to the Spring Gladness and the enjoyment season, Jonathan,              

anything has stricken you that we need to make comment on? I hope this didn’t confuse                

the listener, but you get a little feel for all these Scriptures that unpack for us. The fact                  

that those relationships that started—in the case of Adam and Eve, they were perfect! 

[22:28] Jonathan: If the listener has heard Part I, they have heard of Solomon and the Shulamite                

woman. We skipped that one for time’s sake, but I do think that by listening to Part I and                   

continuing here in Part II you’re getting the overarching feel of these seasons of              

marriage, apart from [22:46] know all the details of the story. 

[22:49] I mean, people can certainly go to the Scriptures and read those themselves. But I               

certainly felt like you were capturing there this idea of, “We better expect the winter to                

come at some point in our lives, in our marriage, whether that’s from outside the               

marriage or inside the marriage.” Something is going to happen. We need to be prepared               

to respond. 

[23:13] I think we’re seeing in these cases people didn’t respond appropriately and in some way,               

shape or form, but spring does come again, as we’re going to transition to. Is that                

capturing it well? 

[23:28] Emerson: Perfectly. I wanted to say bingo! That is the point. The question really is does                

that discourage us? Have we really bought into Hollywood or are we going to buy in the                 

Holy Word? Should we really be that discouraged? No, I mean, we should realize, “Hey,               

we are mature people. We all know we’re going to die. We’re not going to live forever                 

here. We’re all going to get old. We’re going to wrinkle and there’s going to be a funeral                  

and it’s going to be our own.” 

[23:51] Now, in light to that, what kind of mindset…? I mean, I remember the woman who was                 

like 98 and her husband died—he was 100. She went outside and raised her fist towards                

Heaven and cursed God. And everybody I’ve told that story to says, “What was she               

expecting?” 

[24:08] I think that’s maybe an exaggerated illustration, but I think it really symbolizes what are               

we really expecting here? And why are we expecting it? And the Scripture is saying,               

“You’re going to have death. You’re going to have sickness. You’re going to have              

suffering. You’re going to have setbacks morally. You’re going to have disappointments,            

disillusionment.” 

[24:27] Now, the question is, “Hey, I don’t want that, so then I’m not going to have an affair with                   

my secretary. I’m going to have this.” And people are jumping from affairs to affairs               

because they’re so infatuating, they’re so energizing, but it’s short lived because you got              
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to come to a point where you realize men and women at the end of the day are not too                    

different. 

[24:46] And the same thing you think, “Oh, I’m going to have this wonderful relationship of hot                

and heavy sex with the secretary,” and all that kind of stuff, I’m going to tell you there’s                  

going to come a point where she’s going to say, “I don’t want to have sex with you. You                   

need to talk to me about your feelings and you need to seek my forgiveness for having                 

hurt my feelings.” 

[24:59] If you don’t think that’s coming, I don’t know what kind of adjective I could use that                 

might be polite. But this is not realistic. So I guess I’m guarded on the one hand I’m going                   

to give hope to people, but I guess I believe that we can be the most hopeful by saying if                    

you’re realistic then you’re not going to move into depression or disillusionment or             

bitterness because you said, “I understand this. I’m a mature person who’s going to roll               

with some of this and I’m going to enjoy all that God has given me in the face of some of                     

these setbacks.” 

[25:30] Jonathan: Well, I guess I might comment as we transition to Spring Gladness. Some              

people really feel, and maybe legitimately experience, “Spring kind of never came in this              

lifetime.” So what does that mean for the hope that we have in Christ and the next life?                  

That’s a question I have. 

[25:51] Emerson: It’s huge! And I think—and I see our time is around 25 minutes—what I’m               

going to do, is that this is so exciting and because this next Spring Gladness is so                 

important, what we’ll do is we’ll make this a 3-part series on the four seasons. 

[26:07] But I think, again, to your concern there—and rightly so—at the end of the day I have to                  

ask myself, “What do I really believe? Do I really believe that death ends all, that life                 

cease to exist, the cessation of existence is at my death? Do I really subscribe to the                 

intellectually leaders that say it’s all randomness? Ultimately we’re here all by chance?” 

[26:29] If you have no ultimate meaning, then there’s no immediate meaning. You can pretend,              

but at the end of the day it doesn’t make any difference because you’re going to die,                 

then what’s the point of it all? That’s Ecclesiastes. If you take the despairing              

position—Ecclesiastes, that book in the Old Testament is a great one to read because it               

captures the vanity. 

[26:49] It’s all vanity. Vanity of vanity. It’s all just the blowing of the wind it’s insignificant. But if                  

we, who are Christ followers, have discovered the truth—not because we’re arrogant but             

because Christ said He is who He is and that we can trust Him and that there is life after                    

life. And that ultimately, even my marriage, is a demonstration of my love and my               

reverence for Christ, then not only can we enjoy the relationship with our spouse right               

now in the midst of these heartaches and headaches, which are sure to come as we were                 

talking about through the seasons. 
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[27:21] But God does intend for there to be this enjoyment. Enjoy life with the wife, wh9om you                 

love.” (Ecclesiastes 9:9) God wants us to experience love and respect. He wants us to               

enjoy each other. But that even though they’re going to be these setbacks, even if it’s                

serious setbacks—some of you have a spouse that have committed immorality and            

they’re leaving you. There’s no way that you’re going to be able to control that. 

[27:44] The question is, is your life a waste or is there a moment when you’re going to hear from                   

Jesus Christ, as we’ve talked about in the Rewarded Cycle—our 3rd or 4th podcast—, “Well               

done, good and faithful servant.” And that you really are bringing Him pleasure in all of                

this. You’re bringing Him enjoyment. 

[27:59] And you can find pleasure from pleasing Him. You can find joy in knowing that He is                 

rejoicing over you. Now, the question is that mythical stuff, is that fairy tale stuff or is                 

that true truth? 

[28:13] I’ve made a decision to trust Jesus Christ who’s influenced the world second to none and                

has never been discredited. I like being on the side of a winner. I don’t have any shame                  

about the fact that Christ, that Abba Father, is there, that there is a life to come and that                   

the things that you and I counter now, there will come a day when there will be no more                   

weeping, no more sorrow. None of this that weighs us down will be there.  

[28:39] We will be with Him in Paradise, as He said to the man on the cross, “Today you’ll be with                    

me in Paradise.” The question is was Jesus deluded or is that really true? And I’ve come                 

to a point to trust that.  

[28:50] So now in the midst of whatever setbacks you have that you are listening, look, this is not                  

the end of the story. There’s so much more that’s coming. That longing of your soul that                 

you have for that, even though you’re not experiencing it, is part of the proof that C. S.                  

Lewis talks about of the reality that that’s coming. 

[29:11] God put that within your heart. Yet, we see in Jesus’ words, as well as with Peter, who                  

quotes Jesus, “Not yet.” The little whiles, he refers. Meaning, “Not yet, but it’s coming.” 

[29:27] Jonathan: Obviously kind of based on how we’re viewing the time and how long kind of                

that winter section took, we make the decision to make this 3 parts now. So stay tuned                 

for Part III. But I guess, Dad, in terms of what you just said there was encouraging, but                  

maybe as we close, again, capturing this winter season, but maybe closing in prayer for               

people who are in that season right now. For those, it’s going to come at some point. So                  

hopefully that would be meaningful to people. 

[30:00] Emerson: Yeah. Not to be morbid, but one of you is going to die. Actually, both of you are                   

going to die. Then, based on that reality, and it was Stephen Covey who says, “Begin with                 

the end in mind.” We do that in business, but have we done it in life? 

[30:13] Begin with the end in mind. You and I are going to die. Sarah and I we’ve said, “Lord,                   

teach us the number of our days that we may enter the heart of wisdom.” When we first                  
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got married we were praying that prayer that Solomon says, “Teach us the number of our                

days…”  

[30:30] We knew then and we know now our days are limited. We only have so many days and                  

there’s coming a moment when we will experience our last day. And that’s a reality.               

That’s maturity. I’m not going to suppress that. 

[30:42] But the implication of that is, “How am I living today in light of that last day?” And that’s                   

very helpful to me because it’s like years ago, her name was Michelle Rona, she was at                 

Wheaton and I was a new Christ follower and she’s been in the Lord for many years. 

[30:57] Somebody borrowed one of her dressed and ruined it. And when it was presented to her,                

she said, “Oh, don’t worry about it. In the end it’s going to burn anyway.” Well, that’s the                  

theological position of the world. It will be consumed by fire. 

[31:08] And for the first time in my life I saw her calm response, “It’s going to burn anyway.” And                   

I thought, “Wow! I never had heard anybody talk like that.” But she was speaking in a                 

way that said to me, “I really believe what I say. I like that dress, but at the end of my life                      

it’s really not going to be that of a deal. I’m going to apply now what I’m going to apply                    

then.” 

[31:08] I sat and I thought about that. I thought, “What an impressive, mature woman!” That               

really touched my heart deeply. I want to say the same thing to you. Some of you have all                   

been out of shape over stuff that really is really small. There’s other stuff that’s big. But                 

even the big stuff, whatever your spouse did, it doesn’t mean that you have to do that or                  

that you’ve done it or that you brought Christ displeasure because they have. 

[31:57] And that you are actually going to receive more from Christ going through this faithfully               

than you would’ve received had this not had happened, in the irony of it all. My only                 

point is this is not fairy tale stuff. So whatever suffering you’re encountering, whatever              

the darkness of that winter is, don’t get depressed over it to the extent that you perhaps                 

would’ve been had you not even heard what I’m saying today. 

[32:18] So what I want to do is just pray for you, as Jonathan requested, and let’s just lift this up                    

and ask the Lord to bring you through this season. 

[32:27] Lord, I don’t know again the frame of reference, I always try to think of the many                 

different levels that people would be at. It comes down to those who are experiencing               

moral stuff and those who are just in war with each other over the color of the carpet in                   

the living room. 

[32:42] And so we have this range of people. Some of us are in deep suffering, unrighteous                

suffering that’s come to us because of another. Others of us are experiencing that              

suffering because of our own immoral choices. Others of us are just immature and all               

been out of shape over a hangnail. 
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[32:59] So, Lord, I want all of us to just be reminded today that you are here, that You are with                    

us, You love us, You’re for us. Whatever it is that we’re encountering, You have not                

removed yourself from it. And that You are purposing to use this. 

[33:15] And next time, as we look at that last season, that there should be a sense of joy in the                    

midst of whatever season that we’re going through. It isn’t that we have to go through all                 

of those to get to that, but that in the subtlety of all of this we can experience that in the                     

midst of whatever we’re going through. 

[33:32] So we commit to You to that person who is listening, for You to give them grace to                  

endure whatever season they’re in and that they have a sense of tiptoe anticipation that               

something very exciting is about to take place in them. Because it’s unrelated to              

circumstances, it has everything to do with Your presence and Your wisdom. In the name               

of Christ Jesus we pray. Amen. 

[33:56] Jonathan: Amen. Thanks for staying with us. Hope you enjoy part III next time. As always,                

we appreciate you sharing this with others and the feedback you give us. Take care. Have                

a wonderful week! 
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